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Brazil Retail
Foreign invasion: Why, how and what it means for locals
Unprecedented influx of international retailers
In this report, we discuss why more and more foreign retailers have entered Brazil in
recent years. The first movers (still here with major scale) were C&A and Carrefour in
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the 70s. A few more players arrived in the 80s and 90s, before Inditex opened its first
Zara store in 2000. The invasion intensified after the 2009 crisis, as two new triple A
malls – JK Iguatemi and Village Mall (2012) – and a couple of other malls (Cidade
Jardim, Morumbi Shopping and Iguatemi Faria Lima) attracted more retail names.
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The challenges remain the same as ever
The difficulties facing foreign players in Brazil have been pretty much the same for a
while: (i) hefty import taxation and 4 local taxes totaling, in some cases, up to 140% of
a product’s value; (ii) diametrically opposed seasonality vis-à-vis the Northern
hemisphere; (iii) difficulties producing locally, which includes finding reliable and
standard (decent) quality sourcing; and (iv) customs issues when importing products.
“Zara Index” confirms the cost burden of Brazil’s business environment
We’re introducing the “Zara Index”, developed to compare prices of selected products
in 22 countries where Zara is present. The basket includes 14 different items (ranging
from shoes to blazers) from Europe, Asia, North America and Brazil. Unsurprisingly,
Brazil came out on top with the most expensive basket (prices 21.5% above the US).
When we compile the same list considering purchasing power parity (PPP), Poland
beats Brazil as the country with Zara’s most expensive basket, but it is still clear that
apparel in Brazil is much more expensive than in the rest of the world.
Selected cases reveal the idiosyncrasies of doing business in Brazil
When foreign players consider entering Brazil, they are faced with a series of choices
capable of determining the success (or failure) of their efforts. Digging deeper into the
moves by players like C&A, Inditex/Zara, GAP, Diesel, Sephora and L’Occitane, we
analyze how they dealt with issues like: (i) partnering up (or not) with a local player;
(ii) local sourcing (or not); (iii) finding the right price point to balance profitability,
positioning and competitiveness; and (iv) assessing the potential # of stores in Brazil.
Readthrough for local apparel retailers: more competition, mainly in big cities
International retailers’ learning curve is usually a long one, and the examples of C&A
and Zara show it took a long time to succeed and adapt to the local market. The
number of stores being opened by Forever 21, GAP, Topshop and others is still very
low and focused on big cities (Rio, São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, Brasília and Porto
Alegre) and the price gaps vs. the US in fast fashion and luxury players remain
sizable. In our exercise, we compare Brazil vs. US prices for GAP, Topshop,
Sephora, L’Occitane, Forever 21 and some luxury brands (Cartier, Louis Vuitton,
Bottega Veneta, Christian Louboutin and Coach). While the gap has gradually closed,
only Topshop has very competitive prices in Brazil. All-in, Brazilian apparel names will
need to react, but well-managed local players should have plenty of time to do so.
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So why are international retailers now coming to Brazil?
As we have discussed at length in recent years, real growth in income and credit
expansion has enabled Brazilians to devote a higher share of their pockets to
consumption.

Chart 1: Disposable income growth vs. IPCA (base 100)
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Chart 2: Non-regulated credit to individuals (R$mn)
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As a result, Brazilian retailers have enjoyed a very good run in the last 10-15 years
and the burgeoning local market is attracting more and more international players to
Brazil, in contrast to past decades when only a few renowned foreign retailers
successfully initiated operations in the country.

Chart 3: Fabric, apparel and footwear retail vs. IPCA (base 100)
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Up until the 1990s, the entry of international retailers into the Brazilian market was a
very limited and sporadic movement, reflecting the fact that the country’s unstable
political and economic environment made incursions too risky. It was only in the
2000s, after the introduction of the BRL and inflation control, that we saw a stronger
movement by foreign companies. And in the last 5 years, many key players (who had
always planned on coming to Brazil at some point) eventually arrived.

IPCA
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Chart 5: Timeline of international retailers opening stores in Brazil

Source: BTG Pactual

The first international retailers to arrive in Brazil were Carrefour and C&A. Both
touched down in Brazil in the 1970s and are now very traditional and well-known
players.
For a long time, Carrefour was the largest food retailer in Brazil, and was only
surpassed by CBD in 2009. In addition to organic growth, several acquisitions (most
notably, Atacadão) have supported Carrefour’s expansion. It currently has more than
200 stores and annual revenues in excess of R$30bn.
C&A is one of the most successful international retailers in Brazil, and the leading
apparel retailer with 2013 gross sales of R$5bn. While most international brands
touched down in Brazil in the past decade, C&A opened its first Brazilian store back
in August 1976 at the Ibirapuera Mall in São Paulo. It now has 261 stores (including
28 opened in 2013 and 28 remodeled in the same year) and its Brazilian operation
involves the sales of apparel, footwear, accessories and electronic goods (cell
phones, tablets, cameras and watches), with over 1 million customers a day, 19,000
employees and 3 distribution centers in São Paulo, Barueri and Rio de Janeiro.
After this first wave of entrants, Inditex’s Zara also achieved relevant scale in Brazil,
competing directly with traditional players like Renner, Hering, C&A and Riachuelo. It
opened its first store in São Paulo in 2000 and currently has 47 points of sale (plus 5
Zara Home stores, as of January 31, 2014) and revenues of approximately
R$600/700mn. But high import taxes (more on this below) prevent Zara from
aggressively expanding its footprint as it needs to practice high price points targeting
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the wealthier income groups (as opposed to its popular positioning in other countries)
to preserve margins.
With the opening of: (i) Shopping Cidade Jardim (SP, 2008), (ii) Shopping JK
Iguatemi (SP, 2012) and (iii) Village Mall (RJ, 2012), the cities of São Paulo and Rio
de Janeiro were definitively included in the expansion roadmap of international
retailers. These locations are extremely high profile and key players like Chanel,
Apple, Rolex and Tag Heuer marked their entrance into Brazil at these venues.

Table 1: Shopping Cidade Jardim, JK Iguatemi and Village Mall store listings – foreign players

Source: BTG Pactual

We would like to highlight three recent cases (Topshop, GAP and Forever 21), which
all arrived without any local sourcing and seeking to practice competitive prices,
despite all the tax, logistics, competition and scale challenges. Topshop opened its
first Brazilian store in June 2012 at the JK Iguatemi mall in São Paulo. It currently has
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4 stores, including the ones at Iguatemi São Paulo, Market Place (São Paulo) and
Iguatemi Ribeirão Preto. GAP touched down in Brazil a year later and now has 4
stores (GAP has had airport duty free stores in partnership with Dufry since 2003)
and plans to open 15 stores in the first 5 years of operation in Brazil. Forever 21 is
another case in point. It has just opened its first store in Brazil (Morumbi Shopping, in
São Paulo) and plans to open 7 by year-end (2 in São Paulo, 2 in Rio de Janeiro, 1 in
Ribeirão Preto, 1 in Porto Alegre and 1 in Brasília).
The impressive growth of Brazil’s e-commerce space (28.4% CAGR since 2009) has
also attracted the attention of foreign players. In 2012, Amazon unveiled its Brazilian
website, initially offering just Kindles and digital books. But a few weeks ago, it
announced that regular books will also be sold and we expect the company to
gradually start working with more categories in Brazil.

Chart 6: Brazilian e-commerce growth (R$bn)
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We also highlight that some of these players successfully invested in and then exited
Brazil. JC Penney bought control of Renner in 1998, paying US$139mn. Renner’s
store count jumped from 21 to 64 in 6 years and its sales quadrupled to R$1.3bn. But
even after this expansion, Renner represented only 3% of JC Penney’s overall
revenues and, in order to focus on its US operations (where it had more than 1,000
stores), JC Penney sold its stake in Renner to the market in 2005 via an IPO.
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Import taxes are still a relevant barrier for foreign players
Brazil has a very complex tax structure, making apparel imports a slow, costly
process. Four different taxes (77% of product value) are levied on an imported pair of
jeans before hitting store shelves.

Table 2: Taxes on imported apparel
Jeans (US$)

50.00

FX

2.30

Jeans (R$)

115.00

Tax

Base

Rate

R$

Import tax (II)

Product v alue (PV)

35.0%

40.25

IPI

PV + II

0.0%

0.00
1.90

PIS

PV

1.7%

Cofins

PV

8.6%

9.89

ICMS

PV + II + IPI + PIS + COFINS + ICMS

18.0%

36.67

Total

88.70

% of PV

77.1%

Source: BTG Pactual

GAP had a hard time defining the price points for its products. The company wanted
to avoid a luxury perception and be competitive with local mainstream players,
making it appealing to the Brazilian middle class. But its sourcing isn’t done locally,
which means it is subject to hefty taxes. In fact, GAP’s products ultimately cost more
in Brazil than in the US, giving it adequate margins/returns here, and its prices are
still competitive with Zara and Renner.
Forever 21 said it had planned on coming to Brazil for a while, but waited until now to
make sure that practicing low price points was feasible to preserve its proposition of
offering the latest fashion trends at the best price. Its products are sourced overseas,
but it hasn’t ruled out local production or local sourcing.
Local taxation is even higher for CF&T products, meaning companies like Sephora
and L’Occitane have an even harder time practicing competitive prices. Just to give
you an idea, taxation on a perfume can be up to 140% of the original product value.
As its initial target market was already well explored, L’Occitane realized the only way
to expand its Brazil business was to operate lower price points. It thus became one of
the first international premium cosmetics players to partner up with a local cosmetics
producer, precisely in order to avoid high import tax. With this partnership, it extended
its core brand to “L’Occitane au Brésil”, charging prices 30% below original
L’Occitane products but still 30% more than local brands Natura or o Boticário.
These efforts evidence companies’ increasingly creative mindset to overcome the
challenges of operating in Brazil, and the price gap to the US is slowly narrowing.

Forever 21 - Morumbi Shopping (SP)
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Table 3: Taxes on imported perfume
Perfume (US$)

20.00

FX

2.30

Perfume (R$)

46.00

Tax

Base

Rate

R$

Import tax (II)

Product v alue (PV)

18.0%

8.28

IPI

PV + II

42.0%

22.80
1.01

PIS

PV

2.2%

Cofins

PV

10.3%

4.74

ICMS

PV + II + IPI + PIS + COFINS + ICMS

25.0%

27.61

Total

64.44

% of PV

140.1%

Source: BTG Pactual

We ran the following exercise to better illustrate the price gap between Brazil and
USA:

Table 4: Price comparison - Brazil versus US

Source: BTG Pactual. Prices as of March 27, 2014

While companies like L’Occitane and Topshop are practicing prices comparable to
those in the US, we discovered that GAP and Forever 21 charges higher prices in
Brazil. Elsewhere, while L’Occitane is admittedly closing the gap to US prices,
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excessive taxation means that CF&T products have the largest price differences. As
a result, Sephora prices in Brazil can be up to 140% higher than in the US.
When we perform the same analysis for luxury items, we see that some companies
are also striving to close the gap to US prices. A Louis Vuitton handbag in Brazil
costs only 12% more than in the US, something unthinkable a few years ago.

Table 5: Price comparison of luxury items - Brazil versus US

Source: BTG Pactual. Prices as of March 27, 2014
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The Zara index
Zara is present in 87 countries, with comparable products in all these markets. We
selected a basket of 14 products and compared its price in 21 countries to the prices
practiced in the US. Unsurprisingly, Brazil came out on top with the most expensive
basket (with prices 21.5% above the US).

Table 6: Zara price survey - prices in US$

Source: BTG Pactual. Prices as of March 26.

When we compile the same list considering purchasing power parity (PPP), Poland
beats Brazil as the country with Zara’s most expensive basket, but it is still clear that
apparel in Brazil is much more expensive than in the rest of the world.
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Chart 7: Zara index (raw) – Price gap to Zara US prices

Chart 8: Zara index (PPP adjusted) – Price gap to Zara US prices
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We acknowledge this exercise’s imperfections, as apparel is usually cheaper in the
US than Europe, but Zara is an exception to this rule of thumb. Its suppliers are
mainly located in Spain, Portugal and Morocco, giving its European stores a cost
advantage. And another caveat is the fact that some countries include VAT in the
prices listed on the websites while others don’t. But these exceptions aside, we still
believe the overall conclusion is very much valid.
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Cases: International Players in Brazil
C&A: Largest apparel player in Brazil (arrived in 1976)
C&A was founded in 1841 in the Netherlands by the brothers Clemens and August.
The company’s value proposition is to offer fashion-oriented products at affordable
prices. It started its international expansion in 1911 and, alongside Inditex and H&M,
is one of the apparel retailers with the highest level of internationalization. C&A has a
presence in 25 countries – 22 in Europe plus Brazil (1976), Mexico (1999) and China
(2007) – with close to 2,000 stores.
It is one of the most successful international retailers in Brazil, and the leading
apparel retailer with 2013 gross sales of ~R$5bn. While most international brands
touched down in Brazil in the past decade, C&A opened its first Brazilian store in the
1970s (August 1976 to be more precise) at the Ibirapuera Mall in São Paulo. It has
261 stores today (including 28 opened in 2013 and 28 remodeled stores last year).
While the C&A chain is present in 23 states and the Federal District (over 80 cities),
roughly half of its stores are located in the states of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.
Its Brazilian operation involves the sales of apparel, footwear, accessories and
electronic goods (cell phones, tablets, cameras and watches) and we estimate 2013
sales of ~R$5bn (20-25% in electronic goods), with over 1 million customers a day,
19,000 employees and 3 distribution centers in São Paulo, Barueri and Rio de
Janeiro. Like Riachuelo and Renner, C&A has several dedicated private label brands
in Brazil: Ângelo Litrico, Sun Coast, PaloMino, Yéssica, Clock House, Ace, Jinglers,
Baby Club, Fifteen and Design Íntimo. Some of these private label brands are used
by C&A worldwide.
In addition to its private label brand strategy, it has been aggressive in launching
collections in partnerships with famous designers and fashion brands. Between 2009
and 2012, it launched an average of four collections per year, and last year it
launched eleven including: 284, Santa Lolla, Carina Duek, Isabella Giobbi, Ágatha,
Roberto Cavalli and Lenny Niemeyer. Turnover for these types of collections is
usually three weeks, 50% faster than a regular collection. According to the company,
these collections are bringing new customers (a more fashion conscious, brandoriented middle class) to the stores.
Plans for 2014 include the opening of 25-30 new stores, mainly in São Paulo, Rio de
Janeiro and the Northeast. C&A stores usually have 2,300 sqm, but in November
2013 the company launched a smaller format in Ipanema, with 1,000 sqm, focused
on women (70% of overall sales). It is also planning to launch a new e-commerce
website after an unsuccessful trial 12 years ago. To face the challenges related to the
World Cup, the company upped the ante by licensing 105 Fifa products, marking the
third consecutive World Cup that C&A has adopted this type of licensing strategy –
and it is spending 50% more on this year’s event.
In terms of sourcing, we note that roughly a third of C&A’s products in Brazil are
imported from Asia, South America and Europe. The unfavorable FX rate hasn’t
changed its strategy, as they have long-term agreements in place with suppliers, but
they have admitted the possibility of some margin pressure in the short term.

C&A - Morumbi Shopping (SP)
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Zara believes Brazil has the worst business environment anywhere in the world
Present in 87 countries (on all five continents) with over 6,300 stores and 125,000
employees, Zara arrived in Brazil in 2000. At that time, it planned to open its first 50
stores in a 3-year timeframe. But fast forward to January 2014 (almost 14 years
later), and it had only 47 Zara and 5 Zara Home stores. Unlike other players, Zara’s
incursion into Brazil was a solo flight, as the company preferred not to partner up with
local groups.
Zara - JK Iguatemi (SP)

Zara came up short on its initial plan because high import tariffs for apparel and an
unfavorable FX prevent it practicing the same price points of other markets without
hurting margins. Thus, Zara in Brazil is not as democratic as in other countries and its
products are more appealing to the A and B classes, limiting its addressable market.
To overcome all the logistics and import issues in Brazil, Zara opened a 40,000m² DC
in Cajamar (São Paulo), its only facility of this kind outside Spain. It is also sourcing
40% of its products locally (with approximately 50 different suppliers) while Inditex
maintains 75% of its production in Europe. When Zara first came to Brazil, it wanted
to deliver its apparel in Brazil (by air) in 3 days, but the poor infrastructure of Brazilian
airports and a time-consuming customs process prevented it going ahead with this
strategy. The São Paulo distribution center is also responsible for supplying Zara’s
operations in Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, South Africa and Australia.
Inditex has also brought its Zara Home store format to Brazil (5 stores), but still
doesn’t have plans for other brands like Massimo Dutti or Bershka. It also hasn’t
disclosed when it will roll-out e-commerce operations in Brazil.
Cannibalization from stores abroad hurt Diesel in Brazil
Diesel first came to Brazil in 2001 in a partnership with Esber Hajli, a local
businessman. With 2 stores in São Paulo (on Rua Oscar Freire and at the Shopping
Iguatemi mall) and 1 in Rio (Fashion Mall), the brand was initially a big hit.
The initial strategy in Brazil had a well-defined marketing strategy that combined
creative campaigns and high price points to create desire for the products. With
prices of R$800-1,000 (USD400), Diesel’s jeans became highly aspirational and the
buzz in the specialized media was tremendous. With these price points, Diesel’s
operations in Brazil posted great results and the Shopping Iguatemi store achieved
the highest sales/m² of any of the company’s global stores.
In 2008, it revamped its Oscar Freire store, which became the largest in the world
with 1,700m², and planned to sell its products via another 35 multi-brand stores
outside the São Paulo-Rio axis.
But after this initial success, BRL appreciation started to affect Diesel’s sales,
enabling its customers to buy the products abroad for much lower prices. In an
interview in 2008, Renzo Rosso (Diesel’s founder) said Brazilians accounted for up to
30% of its store sales in Paris, Berlin, Milan and Rome.
Due to the disappointing results, Diesel decided to take a step back, closing its
Brazilian stores in 2011 and ending the partnership with Esber Hajli. It reviewed its

Diesel - JK Iguatemi (SP)
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strategy and came back a year later after partnering up with Aste (a group that also
operates North Face and Kipling stores in Brazil). Before choosing Aste, Diesel also
negotiated with InBrands. To support its initiative, Diesel also cut prices in Brazil by
30% on average, partly closing the gap to its stores abroad.
Diesel has 7 stores in Brazil (4 in São Paulo, 1 in Rio de Janeiro, 1 in Pernambuco
and 1 in Brasilia) and plans to reach 24 by 2017.
Sephora is betting on a differentiated shopping experience
The LVMH group has been present in Brazil since the 1970s with the introduction of
Chandon, a Brazilian sparkling wine. But it was only in recent years that it brought its
selective retail division to Brazil via Sephora to take advantage of Brazil’s booming
CF&T market (CAGR of 12.9% in 1996-2012).

Chart 9: Brazilian CF&T market (R$bn)

Chart 10: Brazilian CF&T market - channel breakdown
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To gain critical mass in Brazil, LVMH initially pursued the acquisition of a relevant
local CF&T retailer, with the rationale that the CF&T retailing operation required a
certain minimum scale to achieve the desired profitability, despite the excessive
taxation on imported cosmetics.
In July 2010 it bought 70% of Sack’s, the largest Brazilian CF&T e-commerce retailer.
At that time, it is speculated that LVMH paid R$200-350mn for the company which, in
turn, grossed R$100mn in annual revenues. Sack’s was a natural choice for LVMH
due to its longstanding relationship with the company, since Dior (an LVMH brand)
products were top sellers at Sack’s.
After this initial period, Sephora opened its first store in Brazil at the JK Iguatemi
Shopping mall (SP) in July 2012 and currently has 5 stores in São Paulo, 3 in Rio de
Janeiro and 1 in Paraná. The unique shopping experience offered by Sephora, which
includes differentiated visual merchandising, professional assistance at stores to
support product choice (without the language barrier most Brazilians would face when
shopping abroad) and targeted marketing campaigns, have been key to its success in
Brazil. It also brought exclusive brands like Make Up Forever, which didn’t have local
distribution and is seen as a democratic store, aspirational for the middle class and
accessible to the wealthiest income groups. As part of this strategy, Sephora offers
clients payments in up to 10 interest-free installments.

Sephora - Village Mall (RJ)
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The acquisition of Sack’s and the consequent development of Sephora in Brazil since
2012 is highly opportune in the sense that beauty specialty retailers and e-commerce
have been gaining share from direct CF&T sales (a very traditional channel) in recent
years.
L’Occitane started local production to broaden its addressable market
L’Occitane started operations in Brazil in 1995 and opened its first store in 1996 at
Morumbi Shopping in São Paulo. By the end of 2013, it had 70 stores and was selling
products at another 260 points of sale (mainly drugstores and premium
supermarkets).

Chart 11: L’Occitane – Number of stores in Brazil

Chart 12: Sales in Brazil (EURmn) and SSS growth (local currency)
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L’Occitane realized the only way to further expand its Brazil business was to practice
lower price points, as its initial target market was already well explored. It thus
became one of the first international premium cosmetics players to partner up with a
local cosmetics producer to avoid high import tax. With this partnership, it extended
its core brand to “L’Occitane au Brésil”, with prices 30% below original L’Occitane
products but 30% more expensive than local brands like Natura or o Boticário.
Initially, the company placed L’Occitane au Brésil products in a standalone store and
in corners of selected L’Occitane stores. The customer response has been better

L’Occitane - Shopping Cidade Jargim (SP)

than management envisioned and, with the new format, L’Occitane intends to open
1,000 franchises in the next 10-15 years.
GAP sacrificed margins to be competitive against local brands
GAP has been present in Brazil since 2003 via a partnership with Dufry that features
stores at the duty free areas of selected Brazilian airports. Brazilians were among the
top 5 nationalities purchasing at US GAP stores and, after six years of diligence, the
company opened its first 4 duty paid stores in Brazil in 2013. With the introduction of
own stores, GAP now offers 2,500 SKUs (versus only 200 in duty free stores), or 65%
of its entire product line (including women’s fashion, men’s fashion, GAP kids, baby
GAP and fitness products). Stores range from 600m² to 750m².

L’Occitane au Brésil - Morumbi Shopping (SP)
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The lengthy preparation to enter Brazil reflected difficulties mapping out a profitable
business model (i.e. profitable even with high apparel import taxes). The company
also had to decide between operating the stores itself or finding a local partner. At the
end of the day, GAP made a conscious decision to reduce margins so its price points
could challenge established players and appeal to the A, B and C classes, even
though its products in Brazil are 10-40% more expensive than in the US. It is also
offering customers payments in up to five interest-free installments. Due to the
complexities of operating in Brazil, GAP chose to franchise its Brazilian stores to Blue
Bird, a group that owns the local brands Luigi Bertolli, Cori and Emme, after receiving
50 different proposals to enter Brazil.
Regarding sourcing, GAP’s products sold in Brazil come from Hong Kong, and Blue
Bird’s expertise in importing apparel from Western countries was key to securing the
partnership. To introduce GAP in Brazil, the company also conducted media
campaigns focused on social networks.
GAP plans to open 15 stores in its first 5 years of operation in Brazil and said it
doesn’t intend to open stores of other brands (Old Navy, Banana Republic) for now.
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